Background: The structural abnormalities in chromosomes are important issues in cancer genomics. Next generation sequencing technologies have big potentials to detect the structural variations precisely and comprehensively. Nevertheless, it is still difficult problem to detect large structural variations from short read sequence data. Major efforts have been achieved with paired-end reads, since discordant pairs directly reflect the existence of large rearrangement. Furthermore, approaches to detect structural variations from single-end reads are still worthwhile challenge because they allow wide choices of sequencing platforms. Result: We present ReALLEN, a series of tools to detect genomic rearrangement with base-pair resolution from single-end reads provided by next generation sequencing. We examined the performance of ReALLEN using simulated dataset and real dataset sequenced by Ion Torrent systems. In most cases on the simulated dataset, ReALLEN showed nearly 100% precision and better sensitivity than other major tools. Notably, ReALLEN showed stable scores even if it was on some unfavorable conditions, for example, low coverage or small variant size. On the real dataset sequenced by Ion Torrent systems, ReALLEN accurately found an insertional translocation that was crucial for the diagnosis of chronic myeloid leukemia. Conclusion: ReALLEN is useful to researchers in finding genomic rearrangements. It will contribute to discovery of cancer-specific fusion proteins, precise diagnosis of known types of cancers, and understanding of genetic diseases caused by abnormal chromosomes.
Background
Normal cells could postnatally turn into cancer cells by acquisition of somatic mutations in their genome [1] . The mutations that affect large sequence alteration (typically > 50 bp) are called structural variations (SVs), and are distinguished from single nucleotide variations (SNVs) [2, 3] . The somatic rearrangement of chromosomes that produces deleterious fusion protein, for example, BCR-ABL, PML-RAR, or EML4-ALK, is known to promote carcinogenesis [4] . Although some fusion proteins have been identified by traditional approaches [3, 4, 5] , systematic information for various types of cancer diagnosis is still insufficient. The comprehensive discovery of SVs in cancer genome will make it possible to find novel fusion proteins, and will contribute to the targeted cancer therapies. Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies enable us to get vast amount of genetic information with lower cost, and more and more whole genome sequencing (WGS) data are accumulating [6, 7] . Nevertheless, there is no gold standard method for the discovery of SVs from short read data.
Four distinct approaches have been reported to detect SV signatures from NGS data: Read-pair (RP), Read-count (RC), Split-read (SR) and de novo assemble (AS) [2, 8] . BreakDancer, DELLY, LUMPY, and PRISM are able to detect SVs from paired-end (PE) reads with RP or complexed methods of RP and SR [9, 10, 11, 12] . HiSeq systems (Illumina) produce PE data [7] , and properly cooperate with these tools. On the other hand, other systems that produce only single-end (SE) data, including the Ion Proton (Thermo Fisher Scientific), cannot utilize them effectively. SR is generally lower at the sensitivity than RP, because SR can find only breakpoint (BP) that crosses just over a read, whereas RP can find BP in large gap between paired reads. However, it is an advantage that SR yields base-pair resolution. Besides, SR becomes a more powerful approach as the readable length by NGS gets longer. Socrates, CREST, Gustaf, and SPLITREAD detect SVs from SE data with SR-based methods [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
We present new software, ReALLEN (Rearrangement Analysis by Long-Leap Estimation on NGS data), for the discovery of SVs with base-pair resolution from SE data.
Notably, it has three features: (i) ReALLEN is specifically designed for cancer genome data. [19] . ReALLEN is designed to work in cooperation with any mapping software although we recommend BWA-mem [20, 21] and TMAP (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
References and annotations for hg19 (UCSC human genome 19) are included in build-in package. We show the workflow of ReALLEN in Figure 1 . The steps are as follows:
At the first step, ReALLEN removes well-mapped reads to achieve fast calculation because these reads rarely have BPs.
ReALLEN counts mismatch alignments
(insertion, deletion, and soft-clip) of each read, and discards reads in which the count does not exceed threshold. Applying larger threshold values at this step increases the entire speed of the calculation while it slightly decreases the sensitivity.
2. Soft-clip split and realignment.
If a read has long soft-clipped sequence, the read is separated into the soft-clipped end and the opposite end. Both ends of the read are realigned by BWA-mem.
Fixed-length split and realignment.
If a read does not have enough length of soft-clipped sequence, the read is separated into two ends with fixed length. The reads with incorrect alignment are rescued at this step.
Both ends of the read are also realigned by BWA-mem.
Mapping uniqueness filter.
If a read is not uniquely mapped to the reference by the realignment, the read is 
Therefore, taking more than 1 for N, the false positive rate would be suppressed even if the size of reference increased.
Local detection.
This optional step is effective to find specific fusion proteins. Ideally, a rearrangement which produces abnormal protein is supposed to occur within exons or around exons. Besides, the limited number of genes can be targeted for cancer analysis [22] . ReALLEN keeps only
BPs that connect the selected regions when turning on this option, and enables us to focus on the important genes. We will decrease the false positive rate significantly if we have well-chosen list of target genes.
Annotation and secondary filtering.
We prepare gene names, exon regions, and cytobands as annotations for hg19. All annotations can be attached to the output and viewed in CSV table. Simple estimation of SV type and secondary filtering can be applied at this step.
Results and Discussion

Preparation of simulated dataset
In order to reduce CPU time for the Structural variation discovery in cancer genome 5 calculation, we used short partial sequences of hg19 for simulated dataset. The regions were carefully chosen not to bring sequencing bias after a preliminary test (data not shown). The artificial sequences (test sequence #1) with inter-chromosomal and intra-chromosomal translocations were generated as follows: we randomly chose 20 positions on the partial sequences of hg19 (60,000,000-61,000,000 on chromosome 16 and 22,000,000-23,000,000 on chromosome 21), divided them into pieces at the positions, and randomly connected the pieces to reconstruct two rearranged sequences.
8 patterns of the sequences were individually created in this way.
The artificial sequences (test sequence #2)
with specific SV types were generated as follows: we inserted SVs of each type and each size category at 10 positions that we randomly chose on the partial sequence of hg19 (60,000,000-61,000,000 on chromosome 16).
The SV types were deletion, inversion, and tandem duplication. 
Comparison with other SR-based tools
We examined the performance of ReALLEN and other SR-based tools: CREST [14] ,
Socrates [13] , and Lumpy (only SR mode) [10] . (Table S1 , Table S2 , and Table S3 ).
The performance of ReALLEN on the low coverage conditions was compared with those of the other SR-based tools. Figure   2A shows the performance to find large translocations on dataset #1. The entire graphs indicate a trend that the higher coverage and the longer read length bring better performance. On the coverage of 50, all tools showed F-values close to 1.0 with 200 bp, 300 bp, and 400 bp reads ( Fig. 2A ). This implies that there are no significant difference among these tools on the high coverage conditions. On the other hand,
ReALLEN showed the highest F-values on the coverages of 5 and 10 with any of the read lengths. The difference was obvious on dataset #2. Figure 2B shows the performance to find The effect was weaker for Socrates than CREST or Lumpy (SR) although it was not a negligible quantity. For the small inversions, all of these tools showed lower F-values. Overall, these SR-based tools called highly precise positions of BPs with mean shifts less than 2 bp (Table S1 and Table S2 ). Precisions by these tools were nearly 1.0 in almost every cases (Table S1 and Table S2 ). As a result of comparison with each tool, the performance of ReALLEN on the low coverage conditions was better than those of the other SR-based tools.
The effect of misalignment was examined in Figure 2C . Socrates showed the second best score to find translocations, deletions, and tandem duplications on dataset #1 and dataset #2. One of the difference between ReALLEN and Socrates is the usage of fixed-length split. This approach will affect the dependency on the first alignment. It is indicated that the performance of simple soft-clip split algorithm is affected by the result of aligner [13] . Figure 2C shows the performance on two different mappings with the same read data (dataset #3). By increasing the match score, the mapping was more tolerant of mismatches and indels. This imitated, or emphasized, the situation where aligner needed to allow discordant bases in alignment due to sequencing errors. When we increased the match score for the mapping, the F-values of Socrates clearly decreased, while the F-values of ReALLEN were nearly unchanged (Alignment #2 in Fig. 2C ). Additionally, we tested dataset with high error rate ( Fig. S1A and Table S4 ). The reduction of the performance of ReALLEN was smaller than that of Socrates on the dataset with 5% error rate. We examined the effect of the fixed-length split step, by comparing the results with or without this step ( Fig. S1B and Table S3 ). We found that the performance for dataset#3 without the fixed-length split step was slightly Comparison with RP-based tools -The average read length is important for the performance, and it is dependent on the sequencing platforms. Generally, single-end platforms are able to sequence longer reads than pair-end platforms [7] . Therefore, we compared the scores of long SE reads (300 bp)
by ReALLEN with the scores of short PE reads (100 bp) by Delly [9] and Lumpy (SR+RP mode) [10] on the simulated dataset (Table S1 and Table S2 ). When we compared the F-values for large translocations on dataset #1, there was no significant difference on the coverages of 20 and 50, and ReALLEN showed a little better score on the coverage of 5 than the other tools (Fig. 3A) . The result suggests that ReALLEN is comparable in performance to the RP-based tools. Figure 3B (Table   S5 ). The sequence data were processed by the standard Ion Torrent software including TMAP.
Because Socrates and Lumpy did not work on the direct output of TMAP, the reads for these tools were reprocessed by BWA-mem instead of TMAP. All read data of the five runs were merged for the test (Table S5) .
Performance test with real dataset
We examined the performance of ReALLEN ReALLEN called all of the three BPs, while other tools called the deficient parts of them ( Fig. 4C and Fig. S2 ). Even if the dataset did not have plenty of read data (the coverage was 14.8; Fig. S3 )ReALLEN showed excellent sensitivity to find the three BPs necessary for identifying the large insertional translocation in the CML sample.
We investigated the detail of individual SVs called by these tools.
ReALLEN called total 18,168 SVs in the sample (Table S6) Figure 5A and Figure 5B . Most SVs uniquely detected by ReALLEN were the deletions less than 400 bp and the tandem duplications less than 100 bp (Fig. 5B) We detected SVs by ReALLEN and Socrates, and extracted the deletions more than 50 bp for the comparison since the NIST benchmark SV calls did not contain deletions less than 50 bp 9 ( Fig. S5A) . We counted the overlap of these calls (Fig. S5B) 
Conclusions
In this study, we presented ReALLEN and evaluated its performance. ReALLEN showed the best score among the SR-based tools 
